
 
 
Project Name: Mentzer Pool Replaster and Tile  
Attn: Whitney Seaton 
Date: 4/16/21 
 
 

• Remove pool finish and replace with quartz pool plaster tier 1 finish (FULL STRIP). 
• Provide all dumpsters and haul off of material. 
• Install new blue nonskid colored 1x1 tile on top of pool beam with new c-701 hand grip tile 

at the edge 
• Provide all tile 
• Acid wash when finished. 
• City to fill pool, balance and brush when finished. 

 
Total: $116,850.00 

 
**Plaster will have a 5 year manufacturers warranty from delamination as long as pool is 
not drained, chemicals are always balanced and log books are provided if needed. 
 
**Realistic plaster life is 10+ years on a plaster as long as the specifications above are 
upheld. 

 
**Right now current schedule would be that if approved this month, 
we could start stripping the pool sometime in June, then we would tile 
after that and plaster after that. The tile has a 6-8 week lead time to 
manufacture as it is made to order so please keep that in mind as we 
will need that ordered as soon as possible. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Myles Phelps  
Progressive Commercial Aquatics, Inc.  

 
15616 Schmidt Loop  Manor, Texas 78653  (512) 278-0801  Fax (512) 350-2154 

Website  www.proaquatic.com     E-Mail:mylesproaquatic@gmail.com 

http://www.proaquatic.com/
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